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I arranged this small book after trying for quite some time to find the easiest way to 

teach and give an understanding about the Science of Tajweed especially to the children that 

only just begins their lessons in Tajweed. 

 

After I've finished arranging it, it was used in teaching repeatedly and the result was 

quite satisfying. 

 

That is why I revised and improved this book by adding to its shortcomings and 

deficiencies and leaving that which are not appropriate for teaching beginners. 

 

I hope my intention in correcting and preserving the recitation of the Qur'an which is 

also the purpose and objective of Tajweed will be achieved with Allah's favor. 

 

 

Wassalam 

 

Gontor, 7
th

 of May 1955 
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INTRODUCTION TO TAJWEED 
 

1. The Science of Tajweed: Knowledge of the rules and ways to recite the Qur'an 

correctly. 

��
2. The objective of Tajweed: To preserve and protect the recitation of the Qur'an from 

mistakes and to preserve the tongue (mouth) from making mistakes in pronouncation of 

the Arabic letters. 

 

3. The main lessons taught in Tajweed: the 29 letters of Hijaiyah regarding its various 

vowel points and its connections with one another. 

 

4. The 29 letters are  : 

 

�������������������	��
�����������  

���������������������������  

������������������������������    
 

Sometimes it is called the 28 letters of Hijaiyah with the exception of the Aleef. 

 

5. Learning the Science of Tajweed is a collective duty (Fard Kifayah) whereas reciting the 

Qur'an according to the rules of Tajweed is an individual duty (Fard 'Ain). 

 

 

��
 

CHAPTER 1 

 

THE RULE OF NOON SAAKIN AND TANWEEN 
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���������������������������
 
The laws or rules of noon saakin and tanween are divided into five categories. 

 

1- When a noon saakin or a tanween met with any one of the six letters  of halqi ��"�3���
450�# which are: ��$%&�$	�$��$��$�  

(hamzah, haa, haa', 'ain, ghain and khaa). The rules of reciting  it are called "��'()*
+,-.#ITHAAR HALQI  

 
The method of recitation : The noon saakin or the tanween should be pronounced 

clearly because it meets with the Halqi letters. 

 

Examples  :   

 

�6�6�-�7�6�����"���8�7��9)���"�����:;<=7�>?6��807�>�"����6@�8�7�>A61�807�>����"��
 

Ithaar  :  to pronounce the word clearly 

Halqi  :  throat 

 

The six letters were called Halqi because it is pronounced or the vocalization of the 

letters is from the throat. 

 
2- When a noon saakin or tanween meets with any of this four letters ; yaa’, nun, mim and 

wau ( ��$��$��$/ ) the method of reciting noon saakin and tanween are called: 

"0123��'4�*#IDGHAAM BI-GHUNNA ��
 

Idghaam  :  assimilation of one letter into the other 

Bi-Ghunna  :  to nasalize 

 

Thus the recitation is by assimilating of one letter into the other, viz. into either one of 

the four letters with nasalization 

 

Examples  :   

 

����B?7�9��7��8�����"������6A6�6��7�6������"����CD7�C56E�7�6����"����B�7�8#6��:��6��F48�6��7��8�   

But if the noon saakin and tanween meets with either one of the four letters in one 

sentence it is not read with Idghaam nor with emphasizing (tasydid) but it is read clearly 

(Ithaar) and    this rule of recitation are called : 

ITHAAR WAAJIB  �"56����'()*#   

 
Examples  : 
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������6�7�9G����"�����<��6�7�,8������"<��6�7�9���
3- When a noon saakin or tanween meets with either one of this two letters: laam and 

ra’ ( ��$� �)  the rule are called:       
�"�014�83��'4��*#   IDGHAAM BILA GHUNNA ��

�     
Idghaam  :  assimilation of one letter into the other 

Bila Ghunna  :  without nasalization 

��
Examples  :  

7�:��7�6���recited as     ������7�H06����

7�8!I�6?�7��8 � ���recited as�����7�8!I�J��8���
Other examples  : 

 

������KL7M8?�B$6�6�:N�7��8�����"6�:��8O7�P�:�7�9�:07'6E�Q���
��

4- When a noon saakin and tanween meets with the letter ba’ ()  the recitation are called 

IQLAB (89999:*) 

 
Iqlab  :  to substitute or change 

 

Essentially, the letter noon or tanween are changed and read with a small meem.����	�� 

 
Examples  : 

 

�����>�7�8#6��>A7�8�6@�����"7�6R8*7�>)����"�����B$6?�6�6��B2�6��8� 

 
5- When noon saakin or tanween meets with either one of the 15 letters mentioned below, 

the recitation are called  

 �"�.+;+-��'<=�*�#IKHFA HAQIQI��
��

Ikhfa  :  disguising or hiding 

Haqiqi  :  genuine or actual 

The method of recitation  :  lightly between Ithaar and Idghaam, i.e.  read with a clear 

recitation but connected with the letter after it with a light nasal sound ( the duration of 

two harakah or 2-3 seconds) 

 
The letters are  : 

 


�������������������������������������������
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It is all the letters of Hijaiyah (Arabic letters) other than the letters of Ithaar Halqi, 

Idghaam Bi-Ghunna, Idgham Bila Ghunna and Iqlabs. 

 
Examples  :   

 

�����BS7�9T�7��8����"�����9U8V7�6E����"������WG�6�7�:����"�����7�CO7��8�����"7�CO6�C=7�:���
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

��
Revisions and exercises 1 

 

1- What is the meaning of Ithaar? Idghaam? Iqlab? Ikhfa? 

2- What is the meaning of Halqi? Ghunna? Haqiqi? 

3- Read the verses below! 

8�7��8�H���8�6�7��H���8
��8�7�8���
6U:06X��6��I�6Y�7��8�U0:=:�Z��I[6��8�C\7�91:��Z]CL�"6̂ :L6���\:_�BU8@�:;�I�6Y�7�8��6��"I�6Y�7�8��6���

8�:59'�Z��48̀�8a�:N�H=J�����"6�6�6���:\8_�B�8@�6��I�6Y�7�8�6�"��
 

4- Identify the rules of Ithaar, Idghaam, Iqlab and Ikhfa from the chapter verses above! 

5- Read the sentences below carefully! 

����9)7�8�����"����7�CO7�8�����"�����6�7��b�:�����"����9c7�C=7�6�Z�:�����"7�6'7�:������7�8!7�:061�6d����CD7�C56E�7�6������"�����C]6�7'6E�7�6�
�����"6�7�:����9�6�:���W�C=C��9):��7�CO6E�"��

 

6- The letters of Halqi : 

     The letters of Idghaam Bi-Ghunna : 

     The letters of Idghaam Bila Ghunna :     

     The letters of Iqlab: 

     The letters of Ikhfa Haqiqi: 
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��
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CHAPTER 2 

 

THE RULES OF MEEM SAAKIN 

���	����
 

 
There are three rules of reciting the meem saakin. 

 

1- When meem saakin meets with baa’ () the rule of recitation are called 

�"/@<A��'<=*#    IKHFA SHAFAWI  

 
The method of  its recitation : it is pronounced with  lightly from the lips with 

nasalization. 

 

      Examples:  

718�6 8#7�8��8
������"���������8)8��7�9�6������"J�8!8��7�9 Z06X6GB�������

��
��

2- When meem saakin ����	�  meets with meem ���	��   the rule�of reciting it are called  

�"�.C;D��'4�*#    IDGHAAM MIMI  

 
Examples: 

 

�����8
��6�8��7�9!:���6�6����":�7�9T7�6E�7�6��72:�����
 

 
It is also known as IDGHAAM MUTAMATHSILAYN  

(E;,F'9999999CGD��'99999994�*) Because of its suitability with the sadi method, which are 

explained in its own chapter separately. 
 
3- When meem saakin meets with either one of the 26 Arabic letters (Hijaiyah), i.e. all the 

Arabic letters other than meem and baa'.  The rule of reciting it called 

�"�/@<A��'()*#     IDTHAAR SHAFAWI   
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Method of reading : It has to be read clearly on the lips with the mouth shut and it 

has to be even more clearer (Ithaar)  when meeting with the letter wau �����  or faa’ ���
�����   

��
     Examples:  

�����6d7�6'7�:������"������6!7�8̀�7�9!:������"6�7�8�ef���:��6��7�8!7�:061��
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Revisions and Exercises II 

 

1- What is the meaning of Shafawi? 

2- How many methods are there for reciting the meem saakin? Give an example for each! 

3- Read the verses below carefully! 

�:�7�9'8T7�6E�:��7�9!:̀�>/7�91�>�ZO9��g�9,�"��Wh6�6��i
��9�9�6G�6j:̀�>k6�6��7�8!8�7�C0CL�48̀"��
�:�7�9�8�ZO6E��7�9��:���6�8��>�7�8�:��>[�:�61�7�9!:��6�"��

 
4- Identify the rules of meem saakin in the verses above and explain the method of reciting 

each one of it. 

5- Read the sentences below carefully according to the science of Tajweed! 

�����B�7�:��l]C��7�8��7�8!I�6?�8�Z\m8������"�����B]7�In8@�7�8��B$6?�6n8+8��7�8!7�8�7�6R"��
��6!7�8_�����<$6�6,7o9��7�8!7�:061�����"�����:]6':̀�6p7�:��6�6R�7�:�:�" 

 
6- The letters of Ikhfaa Shafawi are: 

     The letters of Ithaar Shafawi are:  
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CHAPTER 3 

 

THE RULES OF MEEM AND NOON SHADDAH��

�����	����������
 
When a meem or noon are accentuated (shaddah or tasydid), it is recited with a nasal sound 

(Ghunna) 

 

Examples:   

 

�����9q�J��������"�����9?�J��������"������J�:������"�����CrJ�6nZ����
 

 
Revisions and Exercises III 

� � 

Identify and explain the rules found in the verses below according to what you have learnt 

from previous lessons! 

 

6�Z��8��6��8
�8���J�6�-�CD7�C56E�7�6��8q�J����6�8�6�7�82Z��8XQ8�6��6��9���7�8��9�7o8�8�7�6����
6?J�6�8R-��6�8̀��s����47�6�6���6�6�<r6��8̀�Z��48XQ6�8$6��6�6�<r6��8L6�61��:�6[�J����8?����
��
��

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 4 

 

THE RULE OF LAAM TA'RIEF 

������� !"�	#���
��

 that are  connected with a noun are called���"���$�Aleef and Laam  

 �"�JKLMGN���O#LAAM TA'RIEF  
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1- If connected with either one of this 14 letters, 

 

����������������������������	���
��������������������
��

the rule of its recitation are called ITHAAR QOMARIYAH����

� i.e. with a clear recitation.�"�0KLC:��'()*#     

 

   The letters are compiled in the word: QRSCQ;T+SU�QJS=S��SVWXS-�TYQ3SZ 
 

thus making it easier to be memorized.  These 14 letters are called the letters of 

Qomariyah. 

 

Qomar : moon 

Qomariyah : lunar or moony 

 

It is because Laam Ta'rief are figuratively compared to the stars and these letters 

compared to the moon, metaphorically. The glittering of the stars can still be seen even 

with the existence of the moon. 

That is why whenever Laam Ta'rief meets with the letters of Qomariyah the laam 

are to be recited clearly (Ithaar). 

Examples: 

 

92�6'7�Pt����"��s�8*Z���"��9�7�8�6+Z���"���CrJ�6nZ����"��9�:N7�:OZ��"���C��6�Z�8�Z����"��9�7�6uZ����"Z��:56�9���
 
2- When Laam Ta'rief meets with the rest of the 14 letters (other than the letters of 

Qomariyah), the rule of recitation it are called  

IDGHAAM SYAMSIYAH "0;[CA��'4�*#  

      and it has to be joined or connected to the letters mentioned. 

 

The letters of Syamsiyah are: 

 

� ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ��� ��� ���� �� ��� ����

��
Syam : the sun 

Syamsiyah : solar or sunny 

 
The stars becomes invisible or its glitter cannot be seen when meeting the sun, thus 

Laam Ta'rief are not recited when it meets the letters of Syamsiyah, even though the 

writing still exists. The Laam Ta'rief are accentuated (tasydid) into the letters of 

Syamsiyah. 

 
     Examples: 
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J�����92:%��"��9[�6�J ����"��9�7�8�J�����"��8v7�Jw��6�"��8���J#��8�7*���"��
��6�7�8�eJf�����"���9q�J�������"9�7EI��������

 

 

��
Revisions and Exercises IV 

 

1- What is the meaning of Syamsiyah? 

2- What is the meaning of Qomariyah? 

3- Mention the letters of Qomariyah! 

4- Mention the letters of Syamsiyah! 

5- Recite the words below correctly! 

 

����9�6�7�J�������"����9x806�Z������"����9q7�s�C5Z������"����92%J�������"����9j7E8j6'Z��"��
 

����9A7�8�J������"����9p7�8VH0������"����9?7�COJw������"����Cy81�6*Z������"����9�6�J#��"��
��

���9�8��HV������"����s?�Jf������"����9[�6�J �����"����9?7�s������"���/8L�6*Z����"9?�J*6nZ����
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��

CHAPTER 5 

 

THE RULES FOR LAAM ��

���$���
 

1- When the letter Laam in the word ���%"�  were preceded by Fatha or Dhomma, the Laam 

are to be pronounced with a broad or thick sound (full mouthed) which are called 
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LAAM MUFAKHOMAH �"�0C]̂ <D#  

 
     Examples: 

�����i
��6�8!6Y�����"�����8
��CD7�9@6?�����"�J�9!H0����
��
2- If the Laam in the word ���%"�  were preceded by Kasra or all the Laam other than the 

Laam in the  word ���%"�  it is pronounced thinly (empty mouthed) which are called  

LAAM MURAQQAH �"�0+]:LD#  

 

Examples:    

�����8
��8�7�8������"�����8
�8������"�����9�7�6+Z���9):�6������"������8�H�������"6�H0616���
 

The word Allah are named  

LAFDHUL JALAALAH �"�0N8XN��_<N#  

 

 

 

 

 
Revisions and Exercises V 

 

Recite the verses below carefully then specify which Laam are recited thickly and which are 

recited thinly! 

 

�8�7�8T�H���8��:V7�Jw���6�8��8
�8��C\7�91:��"�8�7�8�J����8�6�7�J����8
��8�7�8�"��
��
:\8_:=Z��6��8
��9�7#6��Pz�6T��7 9{6��6?:�7E6dJ����6q�6E�7�9XC07�:�8̀�8G�47E8�8
��:��Z̀6�WT���"��

��W��J�6R�:��:��9)J�8_i�|9�8=7}6 7@�6��6xI�6?�8�7�6+8��7{I*6�:̀"��
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��
CHAPTER 6 

� � 

IDGHAAM MUTAMATHSILAYN 

���&'()*+ ,�	*-�.���
 

When two identical letters meets in succession,  with the former letter has a Saakin, for 

example when Baa' Saakin ����/�  meets with Baa’ ���/��  the rule to recite it are called 

 �"�E;,F'CGD��'4�*#IDGHAAM MUTAMATHSILAYN  

by assimilating the former letter into the latter. 

 

Examples: 

 

�����6~�6#6'8��7[8�7h������"�����6̂ 6�:\�Z\8_�����"7�9!9R6?�6n8R�7d6+8�6?��6�:̀��
 

are to be recited as follows: 

 

�����6~�6#6'I�8�7h8������"�����6̂ 6�H\8_�����":̀6�6?��8�6+I 6n6?�9R9!7���
 

Mutamathsilayn : two of the same kind, also known as MITHLAYN "� E;,`D�#                       
��� 

 

Exception from this rule: 

 

There are two exceptions from the rule of Idghaam Mutamathsilayn, 

������meets with Wau�������when Wau Saakin  

���0��meets with Yaa'�����0�when Yaa' Saakin  

the former letter are not assimilated into the latter but are recited according to the 

specified length in Tajweed. 

 

Examples: 

 

������7�9�8��6,6���7�9�8*7,8������"������7�C08�616���7�9�6�-�����":��:��B27�6E�48̀��
 

 

��
Revisions and Exercises VI 
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1- What is Idghaam Mutamathsilayn? Give Examples! 

 

2- What is the meaning of Mutamathsilayn? 

 

3- What are the exception from its rule? Give examples! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 7 

 

IDGHAAM MUTAQAARIBAYN 

���&'12*3 ,�	*-�.���
 
When: 

������Dzal �meets with�������Tsaa' Saakin  

���	��meets with Meem�����/�Baa' Saakin  

���
��meets with Kaaf�������Qaaf Saakin  

 
the rule to recite it are called IDGHAAM MUTAQAARIBAYN i.e. by assimilating or 

combining the former letter to the �"�E;3�'+GD��'4�*#  

latter. 

 
Mutaqaaribayn: two that is closely identical (assimilation of letters from the same origin) 

Examples:   

 

6x8�H�6!Z06E��are recited as��6x8�:\�Zy6!Z06E��

��
�6�6'J�:�7?8���are recited as ���6�6'6��7̂ :�7?8���

��
:�:�7�6��7uC0bO7���are recited as ��:�:�7�6��7uC0Z5CO7���
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��
Revisions and Exercises VII 

1) What is the meaning of Idghaam Mutaqaribayn? 

2)  What is the meaning of Mutaqaribayn? 

3)  How is it recited? 

4)  Give examples! 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 8 

 

IDGHAAM MUTAJANISAYN 

���&'45*6 ,�	*-�.���
 

When: 

�"���#meets with Thaa'�"��Q�#Taa' Saakin  

�"���#meets with Dal �"��Q�#Taa' Saakin  

�"���#meets with Taa' �"��Q�#Thaa' Saakin  

�"���#meets with Taa'�"��Q�#Dal Saakin  

�"���#meets with Raa'�"��Q�#Laam Saakin  

�"���#meets with Dzhaa'�"��Q�#Dzal Saakin  

 

The rule of reciting it are called IDGHAAM MUTAJANISAYN �'4�*�E;[a'XGD�  i.e. by 

assimilating the former letter into the latter. 

  
Examples: 

6�-6�HV8��:=<r��are recited as ��6�-6�7d:��8��:=<r��
��

:�:5J 6[��are recited as ��:�:57�6R�6[���

6�6�Jd�are recited as ��6�6�ZV6d��
C�8T7�6*J�716�C$�are recited as �C�8T7�6*7d6G�716�C$��

CLJ�[T�are recited as ��CLZ]6?�I[��
8�H�:09�7���are recited as ��8_Z\:��:09�7����
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Revisions and Exercises VIII 

 

1)  What is the meaning of Idghaam Mutajanisayn? 

 

2)  What is the meaning of Mutajanisayn? 

 

3)  How is it recited? 

 

4)  Give examples! 

 

 

��
 

��
 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 9 

 

THE RULE OF MADD (ELONGATION) 
 

1- When there is: 

��"��S������#  after Fatha��"���#Aleef  

���"T�����#�after Kasra��"���Q/#Yaa' Saakin  

"���b����#��after Dhamma��"�����#Wau ��
��

The rule of its recitation are called MADD THABI'IE ".;Mcd�eD#  

i.e. the elongation of the recitation must be of two harakaats (beats). 

 

Madd :  elongation or length 

Thabi'ie : normal 

 

Examples: 

������7�C�7�CL�����"�����8)7�8̀�����"�����<D�6������"�6!7�8�7�9���
��
��

2- In the same word �7�  When a Madd Thabi'ie meets with a Hamza the rule of reciting it 

are called MADD WAAJIB MUTTASIL "fgGD�56���eD#  and it must be read by 

five harakaats long (5 beats) ortwo and a half times more than Madd Thabi'ie. 
 

     Muttasil : to connect or join 
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Examples: 

 

������z�6�6@����"����Pz7/8T�����"����Pz7�9@�����"����Pz�6T�����"����Pz�6@�����"Pz�6?6���
 

- Usually it is written in the Qur'an  with a symbol like this: 

 

h�iS@Sj��
 

 
3- When a Madd Thabi'ie meets with a Hamza  �7�  but in a separate words its rule are 

called MADD JA'IZ MUNFASIL  

    "fg<1D�kl'6�eD#   

 
Ja'iz : permissible or allowable 

Munfasil : to be separated 

 

It can be recited long as Madd Waajib Muttasil or short like Madd Thabi'ie, 

But if recited like Madd Waajib Muttasil is preferably better (between three to five 

harakaats). 

 
Examples: 

 

�����7�9 7�:���:�6������"6�8�C���7�8j:D�����"�����CL7���:�7�C=6�CO7������"�����8̀:��47�C=8�CO7���
 

 

 

 

 

 
4- When Madd Thabi'ie meets with a  tasydeed in one  word it is called MAAD LAAZIM 

MUTSAQQAL KILMI 

 or called MAAD LAAZIM"mC,n�f]+`D���O�eD#      

"�]@oD���O�eD#    MUTHAWWAL  

 
Laazim : essential or obligatory 

Mutsaqqal : to stress on 

Kilmi : similarity 

Muthawwal : elongated or lengthened 

 

It is recited long, at least three times of Madd Thabi'ie or six harakaats. 

 

Examples:   
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�����6�7�l��Jf����:�6������"�����CrJ��HV�������"CrJX�J#����
 

Usually it is written in the Qur'an like this: 6�7�l�eJf����:�6� 

 
 

5- When Madd Thabi'ie meets with a sukoon �������  its rule called MAAD LAAZIM 

MUKHAFFAF KILMI 

"mC,n�J]<^D���O�eD#       
 

Its rule of recitation are as Madd Laazim Muthawwal, viz. six harakaats. 

 

There are only one word �"S�Oi#�  in the Qur'an recited with this method, and are found in 

two places in the soorah Yuunus.  

 

 

6- When either Wau ���  or Yaa’ ���0�  are preceded by a letter with 

a Fatha, Its rule are called MADD LAYN . �"�E;N�eD#  

��
Layn : softly or faintly 

 

Madd Layn is recited by pronouncing the word with easily or faintly. 

 
Examples: 

�����>̂ 7E6?�����"�����>37�6X�����"�>d7�6���
��

 

7- When there is a Waqf ��8��  or a place to stop a recitation and before the Waqf are Maad 

Thabi’ie or Maad Layn, its rule are called MAAD 'ARIDL LISSUKOON �"���'U�eD
��@p][,N#   

 

There are three ways to recite it: 

a) The most preferable are to recite it lengthy, just as Maad Laazim Muttasil.  (by 

six harakaats).   

b) The intermediate way is to recite it two times the length of Maad Thabi'ie.  (by 

four harakaats). 

c) The short way is to recite it as a Madd Thabi'ie. (by two harakaats). 

 
'Aridl : to meet 

Li      : because 

Sukoon : vowelless 
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Examples: 

���:�7�9�8��6X��"���>�7�8#6��>A7�8�6@���"���8q�J���6����"���:�7�9+80Z=9�Z��"  7#6E������6�7�8�8�7+9�Z�����:�7�9'6����"�7�8��7�9!6�6�-6�
���B37�9X���":�6��J[6?Z����6*7�8d   

��
��
8- When the Haa' ���9�  for pronoun (dhamiir) are preceded by letters with harakaat, the rule 

of its recitation are called MAAD SILAH QASIIRAH "qL;g:�0,r�eD#  

 
Silah : connection 

Qasiirah : short 

 

It is to be recited the same as Madd Thabi'ie (two harakaats). 

 

Examples: 

 

��9̂ 6�7+6E�9|6GJ�616���"��:��:��9)J�8_��"���8a�6��6�J����48̀��6��9):�" 9):��6x7E8�6Y���9|6�7�6���
 

ATTENTION: 

 

If before the Haa' are vowelless letters or it is not connected with any letters after it, it 

cannot be recited in a lengthy recitation. 

 

Examples: 

 

�����9�7EI����9):������"�����8)7�8̀�����"9)7�61�����"�����8_J�9)Z���6+sU��
 

9- When a  Madd Silah Qasiirah "qL;g:� 0,r� eD#  meets with Hamza �7�  its rule are 

called MADD SILAH THAWIILAH 

"0,K@d�0,r�eD#      
 

The rule of its elongation is the same as Madd Ja'iz Munfasil. 

 

Examples: 

 

6�:���9):��7X:06�9|�����"�����817�6�9|H�8_�8��8mZ\8�8)�����"�����iz�6Y��6�8��H�8_�9):���
 

ATTENTION: 

 

Aleef that has a harakaat such as Fatha or Kasra or Dhamma 

 are called Hamza.�"��b���T���S�# 
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10- When a fathatain �"s�# occurs at the end of a sentence and coincides 

with the stopping places or Waqf, the rule of its recitation are called MADD 'IWADL 

"�@U�eD#   

 

'Iwadl : to substitute or to change 

 

Its length of elongation is the same as Madd Thabi'ie  without reciting the Tanween, i.e. 

substituting the Tanween with Madd or Aleef. 

 

Examples: 

61807�W�6���8O7�W��������"6@8�7�W'6���8#7�W��������":̀7 W+9���8*7�W����"�W�7�856 7�9���K��6�8,�����
11- When a Hamza �7�  meets with Madd, it is called MADD BADAL "�e3�eD#  

       
Badal : to substitute 

 

Its length of elongation is the same as Madd Thabi'ie 

 

Examples: 

�����C�9X-�����"�����<��6�7E8_�����"626G-��
��

In truth, the actual letter is a Hamza that is vowelless (sukoon) but it was substituted by 

Yaa' ���0�  or Wau �����  or Aleef ���"�  

� �� 

626GZ�:��was originally�26G-S��
<��6�Z�8_�was originally���6�7E8_h��

SZC�9XZ��was originally�C�9X-��

648R7�C��was originally648R7�C����
 

 
12- When the beginning of a chapter in the Qur'an is with either one of these eight letters or 

more, the rule of its recitation are called MAAD LAAZIM HARFII MUSYABBA'   

"t]cuD�mvL-���O�eD#   

 
The eight letters are: 

 

	��
��$�����:�����������
which can be compiled into: Qwbpb,S[SU�Sxb+Sa 
 
Musyabba' : to be satisfied or filled 
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It is to be recited lengthy, the elongation of six harakaats (6 beats) 

 

Examples: 

�����8�:0:5Z��6��������"������-�����"vE �
 

��
13- When the beginning of a chapter in the Qur'an is with either one of these five letters, the 

rule of its recitation are called MAAD LAAZIM HARFII MUKHAFFAF � "� ��O�eD
�J]<^D�mvL-#  

 
The letters are: 

2��9�����0��;��
 

That can be compiled into : SLb(Sd�y.S- 
 

The length of its elongation is the same as Madd Thabi'ie. 

 

Examples: 

������������"�������������"vE��
 

 

 

 
14- When a Yaa' Saakin ��0�  are preceded by a Yaa' with a Shadda and Kasra �<0�  the rule of 

its recitation are called MAAD TAMKIEN "E;pCz�eD#  

 
Tamkien : fixation or strengthening 

 

It is recited with Tashdeed and the length of Madd Thabi'ie. 

 

Examples: 

�����6�7�I�8*J��������"7�9 7�I�9� ��
 

 

15- There is one rule of Madd that can only be found in four places in the Qur'an which are 

called MAAD FARQ "�Lv�eD#   

 
Farq : to differentiate or difference 

��
The four places are: 

- Two places in the chapter  An'am "�'Ma{�#  

H���-:�6�7E8�6��J�62:��82Z���C�7�:�6�7�8� �
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- One place in the chapter Yuunus "|a@K#  

7�CO:��:�8\:��i
-�Z]CL�
 

- One place in the chapter An-Naml "fC1N�#  

��
:�7�C�8�7w9E��6��72:��>�7�6X�i
-�

Revisions and Exercises IX 

 

I. 

1. How many kinds of Madd are there? 

2. What is the meaning of Madd? 

3. What is Madd Thabi'ie? 

4. Give three examples from the Qur'an (other than what is given in this book)! 

 

II. 

1. What is Madd Ja'iz Munfasil? 

2. What is the meaning of Ja'iz? Munfasil? 

3. What is the method of its recitation? 

4. Give examples (other from what is in this book)! 

 

III. 

1. What is Madd Waajib Muttasil? 

2. How is it recited? 

3. What is the meaning of Muttasil? 

4. Give examples from the Qur'an! 

 

IV. 

1. What is Madd Laazim Mutssaqqal Kilmi? 

2. What is the meaning of Mutssaqqal? Kilmi? Muthawwal? 

3. How is it recited? Give examples! 

 

V. 

1. What is Madd Laazim Mukhaffaf Kilmi? 

2. What is the meaning of Mukhaffaf? 

3. How is it recited? 

4. How many places in the Qur'an can you find this kind of Maad? 

 

VI. 

1. What is Madd 'Aridl Lissukoon? 

2. What is the meaning of 'Aridl? Lissukoon? 

3. How is it recited? Give some examples! 

 

VII. 

1. What is Madd Silah Qasiirah? 
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2. What is the meaning of Silah? Qasiirah? 

3. When does Madd Silah Qasiirah not recited long? Give examples! 

 

VIII. 

1. What is Madd Silah Thawiilah? 

2. How is it recited? Give examples! 

 

IX. 

1. What is Madd 'Iwadl? 

2. What is the meaning of 'Iwadl? 

3. How long is it recited? Give examples! 

 

X. 

1. What is Madd Badal? 

2. How is it recited? 

3. What is the meaning of Badal? And what was substituted? 

4. Give examples! 

 

XI. 

1. What is the method of reciting letters at the beginning of a chapter? 

2. How many kinds of letters are there? 

3. What is Madd Laazim Harfii Musyabba'? 

4. What is Madd Laazim Harfii Mukhaffaf? What is the difference between them with 

regard to their recitation? 

XII. 

1. What is Madd Layn? 

2. What is Madd Tamkien? 

3. What is the meaning of Layn? Tamkien? 

4. How are both of them recited? 

5. Give examples! 

 

XIII. 

1. What is Madd Farq? 

2. What is the meaning of Farq? 

3. How many places are recited by it in the Qur'an? Specify? 

 

XIV. 

1. Read the Qur'an then identify the rules of Madd that you can find!   
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CHAPTER 10 

 

THE RULES FOR THE LETTER RAA' 

�����2���
 

There are three rules for Raa' ���2�  

��

1- Raa'  that is pronounced full mouthed (thickly) or Mufakhamah "0C]̂ <D#  

a. Raa' Fatha "S�#  

������6�J�6?�����"�����6/8h6?�����"6̂ 7E6? 

��

b. Raa' Dhamma "b�#  

�>29�9������"����������7�9�:=:������"�6�ZL8M9? 

��

c. Raa' Saakin "Q�#  and the letter before it are Fatha or Dhamma �"S�����b�#  

�����<rJ�8h7�6������"������6�7�9#7��6������"9�6E7�6���
 

d. Raa' Saakin "Q�#  and before it a Kasra, but the Kasra was not originally from the root 

of the word. 

������7�9'8T7?8�����"7�6�7?8� �
 

e. Raa' Saakin "Q�#  and before it a genuine Kasra and after it one of this letters,  �����
�������������� which vowel points are not Kasra. 

  

The seven letters above are called the letters of ISTI'LAA "�8MGj*#  which can be 

compiled into the sentence� Q_T:�}~Q2S��Wxb= 
 

Isti'laa:  to be high, elevated or to be thick (because it is recited thickly, i.e. 

full mouthed). 

��
Examples: 

�����>q�:�7�8L�����"�����>G�6,7�8������"<r:L7�8̀  
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2- Raa' that is pronounced with an empty mouth (lightly) or  MURAQQAH "0+]:LD#  

a. When the vowel point of Raa' is "T�# , irrespective whether it is Kasra at the 

beginning, the middle or the end of a sentence and whether the word is either a verb 

or a noun. 

 
Examples: 

������KL7M8?�����"������6�8?:����"�����8�7n:=Z���������"6�7�8�8?�6}Z�� �
��

b. When before the Raa' are Yaa Saakin �"�Q/#  

��
Examples: 

�����>�7�6X�����">�7E8�:L �
��

c. When before a Raa' Saakin "Q�#  are letters with a Kasra vowel point that are genuine 

but the letter after it are not from the letters of Isti'laa "�8MGj*#  

��
Examples: 

�����7�9�7?8�7�:������":�7�617�8̀ �
��

3- The Raa' that can be recited either thickly or thinly 

 

When there is a Raa' Saakin ��2� , before it are letters with a Kasra vowel point and after it 

are a letter from the letters of Isti'laa with a Kasra vowel point too, the Raa' can be 

recited either full mouthed (Mufakhamah) or empty mouthed (Muraqqah). 

 
Examples: 

�����8)8h7�81�7�8������"B�7�8+8�            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Revisions and Exercises X 
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1- What is the meaning of Mufakhamah? Muraqqah? 

2- When is the Raa' recited thickly? 

3- When is the Raa' recited thinly? 

4- When is it permissible to recite the Raa' either thickly or thinly? 

5- Identify the types of Raa' in the verses below and explain the way to recite it! 

 

��#6�6 7@��88c7�6'Z���/:061�9�6�7�J�������
�����6�6'6��7̂ :�7?��J/6�9���6E��
��8]7�8=�Z��8[�6+7,:�8��6xs�6?�:]6':̀�6p7�:��6�6R�7�:�:����"B]7�807f6R�/8̀�7�9�6�7�:��Z]6'7n6E�7�:�:�"��

��:]7�8��6�:���W�7�:��7�8!7�:061�:]6@7?:�6�������"B]7�In8@�7�8��B$6?�6n8+8��7�8!7�8�7�6R��"����
:̀����6n6':09!7�:��6'7#Bp6��Z�C�7�BD"����

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 11 

 

THE RULE OF QALQALA 

�=(3(8���
��

1- When either one of this letters, ���
�������� are originally vowelless the rule to recite 

it are called QALQALA SUGHRA 

"�L2r�0,+,:#    
 

It is recited with an echoing sound without jerking it where it will sound as if the letter 

has a Fatha vowel point. 

 

Examples: 

�����:�7�9':VZ56E�����"�����6�7�8��6�7�8_�����"�����C]6'7n6������":�7�C�8=ZV9E��
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��
2- When the vowelless of the five letters mentioned above are the result of Waqf (stopping) 

or comma, the rule to recite it are called QALQALA KUBRA 

�"��Lcn�0,+,:#   

 
Qalqala : echoing the voice or a jerking sound 

Sughra  : smaller or lighter 

Kubra  : bigger or heavier 

 

It is recited with the echoing or the jerking sound clearer and heavier. 

Examples: 

8�����7�%6X�7�����"����7[�6*Z�t���C��C�����"����Z��6�I#���Pz�6�6@����"9�7E8�9E��6���
Revisions and Exercises XI 

 

1- How many letters of Qalqala are there? 

2- What is the meaning of Qalqala? 

3- How many methods of reciting Qalqala? 

4- Give examples for each method! 

5- Recite the verses below and then identify the Qalqala Sughra and Kubra! 

 

8�7�8�J����8�6�7�J����8
��8�7�8���
��

��Ĵ 6R6��B̂ 8!:��/8�:���6�6E�7dJ*6R��"61�/6�Z;:���6�7�9)6��C��9)6��6�:���6�6̂��"��6@6�7#6/06��W?�:\��6a�:��6!B̂6��7��6�:�9R9)6��J�:��:r�
Z��6+:V8̂����"8̀8T�/7�8�6�6���7*<]8��7�6��6�B�B����

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 12 
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THE RULE OF WAQF (METHOD OF SOUNDING THE LETTERS 

WHEN STOPPING) 

��8�� 
 
The method of sounding the end letters of a word when stopping are divided into six 

categories. 

 

1- When the end of the word are letters that are vowelless (Saakin), when stopping it is 

recited without any changes. 

 

Examples: 

�����7�9!:��6�71:������"�����Z�I�6+:̀�����"7̂ :;7?�:̀��
 
2- When the end of the word are letters with vowel points (Fatha, Kasra or Dhamma), 

when stopping it is made vowelless. 

 

Examples: 

Z��6*:07��are recited as ��Z��6*:08���
��

Z]I�6j9�Z��� are recited as �C]I�6j9�Z����

��
7U:06Xare recited as ��6U:06X��

 

 

 

3- When the end of the word are Taa' but in the shape of Haa' �>�  

known as TAA' MARBUTHAH, when stopping it is to be recited as a vowelless Haa'. 

 

Examples: 

 6TJ�)Q   are recited as  �6T�J�<r  

8X-6�7|are recited as  ��8X-6�8$��
6�8��6E7)are recited as  6���8��6E<r��
8L6�6��7)are recited as  ��8L6�6��<r��

 
4- When the end of the word is letters with vowel points but before it are letters that are 

vowelless, the recitation are made short by making both letters vowelless or with a long 

recitation with the last letter recited with a half recitation (1 harakaat). 

 

Examples: 
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D7j6!Z��8�T  are recited as 8D7j6!Z��8� or ZD7j6!Z��8�  (The Laam with a half recitation) ����� 

 

 8S7�J#�� are recited as 8S7�J#���  or 7S7�J#�� (The 'Ain with a  half recitation) 

��
�7�6+Z��b�  are recited as �7�6+Z��b  or �7�6+Z��Q  (The Daal with a half recitation)   ������ 

� 
5- When there is a Maad Layn �&'!�?,�  before the last letter, it is to be recited by making the 

last letter vowelless and the elongation of either two, four or six harakaats, i.e. becomes 

Maad Aridl Lissukoon. 

 

Examples: 

6E7w9'9�7�:���"��Z��6+8O7�9���"��Z��9�Z=809+7�:��"��8�7�6X�7�B3"���7�J#��9p���"9[�:�6'Z�� �
�

6- When the vowel point of the last letter is a Fathatain ��"s�#  when stopping it is recited as a 

Fatha with the elongation of two harakaats thus becoming Maad Iwadl. 

 

Examples: 

 

6@6�%�recited as  ��6@W�%���
��

:�Z̀6�6T��recited as  �:��Z̀6�WT����
��

�6�Jn9@recited as  ��W�Jn9@���
 

 

 

��
��
��
��
 

 
Revisions and Exercises XII 

 

1- Recite the verses below carefully! 

2- Identify the rules of Tajweed in the verses below and explain the method of recitation of 

each! 
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�i
�8_���:�6)�:_H�9���6�Z��:�s/Z���:5s�7�92��"��6R��Z�9XC�9|8@�6�<r6��6���7�>2"����
:��9)6��8̀��J����/6�6��8a�6��6�8̀��7?t��/8k��"��6�7�:\�H����8�6E��7w:=9A81�7�6�9|:_�H�8���8mZ\8�8)"������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
�6E7':09�6��6���7�6�:��7E8�7E8!7�6��6�6X��Z0:=9!7�6��9E��8+7�CV7�:�8��6w7/Bz8��7�81�Z08�8)8_�H�8���6�6Y��Pz��"����
�6�8@6AC��7�8@s�9)J����6�6�8a�6��t�7?6k��"��6�6E��C�7�9G9|8��Z=C�9!6�6���9�6�Z���6'80s/Z���6'8�7�9�"��

��
6?J�6�9R����6o8X�Z�6�8_��Z�6��8�7�6�:���7�:��7X:VZ�6����"6?J�6�6���P6R��7+8�Z]61�:07�6�8_��7,W�:���6�6���6�Z06 9)�������������������������������
61:0H���/8�7E6�8��7�:L�7*��6�80�":���6�7�6�7?�6��������6�:�7�8=Z;�6���J�61�9p71�6��8)8���6�:��:r:L�:�����6���6�Z0I�6+9R��6���6�J�6?7�6d6��7�6����
:̀7��9#7�6�61��:0Z���/:57�82Z���:O8̀�8�7E6���
��
8�7�8�8
��J����7�6�8�J����8�7�8��"���'�!��"8\Z�9�6?�7�6�8r6?�I�6x61�7*6�9|6M�:�8��E8_��Z\6��6G�����
6?J�9)8��6��z-6X�8=����":L��:D�6?�I[8_�I�6��46�6�Z���6'Z�9�8��I�6��47Y�6 6':]J����Z�9q6Y�7�W*���"6�:��7�����
:�C�7�8��9�618��6x6?�I[6Y�85�����"6�8_I�8X�4Z=9dZ���6�6�8��6/8��7�6��6?8�-6��4:�6��8d7���6�:�8R�4��

618L�W�:̀��6!7̂8��8��47�:��9�7�6x6��8���6E��8�CN8�6��46E8�C�8��7�8D-�6E�7'C57�6[6��7T6'Z09)6?�I[6?�8h�����
��
��

�8�7�8�J����8�6�7�J����8
��8�7�8��"ZL�6�Z�8��7�8�6?�I�6x6X�:06U�"�6X:06U7����6�:��8��7�61�:08U�"���
ZL�6�Z�6��6?s�6xZ�t��6�92H���8�61��H06�8��Z��:5:08��"�61H06�7����6�:��6��:���7�6E�7':07��"�:�H08_��H�����

7���6�:���:�6�ZV6}�/��":�Z�6?�9|-7@��6 7}6��/��"8_H�8_�:�6?�/I�6xs����7T6'�/�":�6?:�7E6dH���8�������
6E7�6!�/�"617*W�8_��:\6,��H0�/�":�6?�:�7E6d8_�Z�:��H�6[6��6R6�H��/�":��:�7�6E�7':07�8��:�H�P
��6E�6���"��

:�H0:���8�7�:��7�6E�7�6 8):��6�7�:=W'8���J���8,�6�8r�"�6�8,�6�Br:��8\�6�Br�"�:̀Z06�7�9S6��8G�6E9)�"�6@6�7�9S���
Jj��6�8��6�:r�"�:�H09R����8V7'9)6��7@�9n7�6��ZL�6 8�7["���

 

 

 

��
��
��
��
��
��
��
��
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CLOSING 

 

For a more in depth studies of this science, there a lot of books written in the Arabic 

language which is the language of the Qur'an itself. 

 

But in order to understand the contents of the books, we have to first understand the Arabic 

language. 

 

I hope that this small book will be beneficial and will be enough to built a good foundation 

for understanding the science of Tajweed. 

 

Wassalaam. 

 

 

 ��
��
������

 

 

 

 


